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board at the middle door. Presumably, Operator could see her through 
her side view mirror.  
0  - 
No vehicle, near or in the bus box, required Operator to stop, as she did, 
well over 3 feet from the curb, and outside the bus box. This violates Rule 
4.15.4, as articulated in Bulletin 2016-012: “When pulling into a bus zone 
coaches are to be stopped as close to the curb as possible, ideally with 
front and rear exits within one foot.” With regard to disabled passengers, 
operators are required to reposition the coach to achieve this. Operator 
did not do so.  
 
Once she boarded, Operator appears not to have considered that Patron 
was still moving to a seat as Operator started the bus. The bus was not 
crowded, and on the video the aisle appears clear enough for Operator to 
view the Patron boarding and seeking a seat.  
 
Finally, once Patron had boarded and was looking for a seat, Operator 
violated Bulletin 2017-22, “… people with disabilities may require extra 
time and accommodations. Do not move your coach until passengers are 
seated or have a firm hold on a stanchion or handrail.” The video shows 
Patron briefly grabbing a stanchion as she reaches the top of the steps 
into the bus and touching a close-by handrail, apparently for balance. 
However, she is not able to seat herself before the bus starts up and she 
loses her balance and fall backwards.  
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Burden of Proof: The customer has the burden of proving that the operator committed an access
related Muni rule violation. 
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